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1. During my recent visit to Belgrade, I held meetings with President Milosevic^ Federal Prime Minister
Kontic and Assistant Federal Foreign Minister Cicanoyic. On UNTAES. my interlocutors were full of praise
for the impressive results achievedbyjvtnKlein and. insistenl: on j continued UnitedNations pjesence^in
Eastern Slavonia not only after 15 July 1997, but well beyond 15 January 1998. Interestingly, Milosevic did not
believe that a large UN military presence was necessary but stressed that United Nations monitoring would
allow for a further normalisation of the situation in the region. Belgrade is keen on the idea of concluding a
dual citizenship agreement with Croatia. It is expected that this issue will be discussed in Zagreb on 27 May
when Foreign Ministers Milutinovic and Granic meet. As for demilitarization of the region, we were given to
understand that while the civilian authorities were positively inclined to accept this, the Yugoslav military was
concerned at the consequences of such an agreement.

2. On FYROM!' my interlocutors insisted that the onlyjreal danger to stability_came from the unsettled
aspirationsofthe Ajfeamaj^mmority which, in Milosevic's words, was already in effective control of the
western part of the country. They stated that the FRY had never harboured any aggressive designs against
FYROM and would not do so in the future. Bilateral cooperation between the two countries was reported to be
expanding rapidly and could be seen as a model for the entire region. The border demarcation was not seen as
terribly problematic and Milosevic was hopeful that an agreement would be finalised soon.

3. On UNMOP!. tHe^ug^la.vs_were_ful]_ ofjjraisejbr the UN role in Prevlaka. All of them insisted that the
UN presence would be necessary until Belgrade and Zagreb settled their dispute. Milosevic recalled that the
agreement signed between himself and Tudjman in Athens stipulated that the Prevlaka issue would be resolved
on the basis of the UN Charter and, until such a time, the UNMOP mission would remain "with no changes".
On Bosnia and Herzegovina. Milosevic was hopeful that the September elections would be more successful than
those held last year. He fully supported'the holding of elections in Brcko, which he termed an integral part of
the Republika Srpska. He underlined that any attempt to destroy the compactness of territory agreed upon in
Dayton would challenge the peace in Bosnia. Both he and Foreign Minister Milutinovic referred to economic
revitalization in Bosnia as the best means of ensuring the return of refugees and a more stable peace in the
country.

4. I attempted unsuccessfully to persuade the Yugoslavs to provide international organisations with more
access to Kosovo and, in particular, to study positively the request of the UN Centre for Human Rights to open a
permanent office in Pristina. Milosevic stated that Belgrade was not against any mission in Kosovo provided
that Yugoslavia was reinstated in the interested international organisation.

5. On the whole, my visit to Belgrade was useful. The general theme of my meetings was one of a strong
desire to work wifFFthe United Nations and to work towards what was regarded as the right 1 place of
Yugoslavia in the international community.
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